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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

16th October

Solo Flight to Oz by Dave Sykes  is this

Wednesday evening’s presentation at

the Flying Shack Staverton.  7.30 for

8.00.pm

I am sure Dave needs no introduction but

just in case. Dave is paraplegic  who flew

solo in a flexwing from York to Sydney a

distance in excess of 11,600 miles all in

aid of Yorkshire Air Ambulance.

Dave has agreed to give this evening’s

talk to us for no charge but a collection

will be made at the end and will be used

for his next venture which is a 26,000

mile flight around the world. Planned for

2015 but I am sure Dave will tell us a bit

about it. So please dig deep and be gen-

erous.

The bar will be open from 7.00 pm

onwards for those who would like to meet

earlier for a beer and a chat.

Quote of the Month

“I began to feel that I lived on a higher

plane than the sceptics of the

ground; one that was richer because of

its very association with the element of

danger they dreaded, because it was

freer of the earth to which they were

bound. In flying, I tasted a wine of the

gods of which they could know nothing.

Who valued life more highly, the aviators

who spent it on the art they loved, or

these misers who doled it out like

pennies through their ant-like days? I

decided that if I could fly for ten years

before I was killed in a crash, it would be

a worthwhile trade for an ordinary life

time”. — Charles A. Lindbergh

Lost and Found

Ed Wells and Pete Smith are very hap-

py that their “wandering” GPS unit

turned up in Ed’s motorcycle tank top

bag. The mystery is how it got there in

the first place. It would never have been

found had Ed not decided to go on a

motorcycle holiday which just goes to

show that holidays are beneficial in more

ways than one!

Brimpton Airfield Fly-in Sunday 6th

October. by Nick Heywood

This was well attended by SVMC

members, with three aircraft from

Over farm and four aircraft from Chase

farm. In total 116 aircraft flew in. With all

joins downwind and sometimes 3

abreast, it was a bit hectic at times. The

weather was superb which I am sure

helped the attendance. This is a very nice

strip and Brimpton Flying Club would like

to attract more visiting microlights If you

would like to visit,  PPR first as it is just

inside  the Aldermaston restricted area.

For more information see Brimpton

(EGLP) website.

If members become aware of a fly-in

they think may be of interest to SVMC

members why not contact others and see

if a group can be assembled.



Bill Austin (Editor)

marshview@btinternet.com

01684 833789

Chairman’s Letter

We have had a few comments arising

from our Chairman’s letter

circulated earlier (members receiving the

hard copy of the newsletter will find it

attached to this edition). If you have any

views please do not be backward in

coming forward. Contact any of the

Committee members by any means at

your disposal!

Radio Intercom (1983 style)

Ed Wells’ lost GPS saga reminded me

of an article I saw when reading

through some of the original Flightline

magazines of the BMAA recently. In 1983

communication between instructor and

student was very unsophisticated - usu-

ally shouting loudly to each other! One

solution was published in the magazine

for side by side seated pilots. It went

something like this.

Take two helmets and two one metre

lengths of vacuum cleaner hose. For the

right hand seat helmet drill a hole in the

left side of the helmet at ear level and

another in the front of the helmet at

mouth level. For the left hand seat

helmet do the same but drill the ear hole

in the right hand side of the helmet. Then

glue and seal one vacuum hose from the

ear hole of the right helmet to the mouth

hole of the left helmet and then do the

reverse for the other helmet.

Apparently it worked quite well but, as a

subsequent letter commented, it was not

the best idea as it compromised the

integrity of the helmets quite

dangerously.

It just goes to show the pioneering spirit

of the time.

The Flying Show

As you will have read in Microlight

Flying tickets are now on sale for the

show. As a BMAA member you can get

them at discounted price by pre-booking

using the code given in the magazine.

You have to get you ticket in advance to

take advantage of the discounted rate so

do it now while it is fresh in your mind.

Dates for your Diary

30th November – 1st December – The

Flying Show, NEC Birmingham.

www.theflyingshow.co.uk
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